Abstract
Introduction
Blogs are mini web sites in which people write their views, opinions, or pretty much anything they desire. Quoting [1] 
, "A Weblog (also known as a Blog) is an interactive website providing for commentary, news, personal diary and other information presented in a chronological (or reverse chronological) order".
In a sense, blogs are like news that you listen to at a news station on the radio, or TV. One issue with news is that while listening (radio or TV) it is difficult to verify the news" validity since there are typically no references provided in those media formats. In all fairness, references provided by news reports on radio or TV would not really be helpful, since radio and TV are information dissemination media in which news is presented very quickly (several news stories are presented in a matter of minutes); shortly after a piece of news is presented on the radio or TV an average human possibly forgets about what the story was about and would remember even less of any references that might be offered to support the story. However, all this is in great contrast with the mode of communication in which information objects (e.g., news) are provided in writing, as for example in Wikipedia entries, displayed a dvertisements in web sites, Blogs, etc. It is the case that many times, by reading a Blog there is no way to tell if the contents that you read are a personal (and possibly false) opinion of the blog"s author, or it is a more credible and verifiable piece of information, or it is something that the reader can lookup in some source of her preference for additional information. Of course, there are Blogs devoted to expressing and disseminating primarily personal opinions of mostly sentimental quality (e.g., personal diaries). Allegedly, this type of "personal" Blog is the most common and traditional type of Blog [2] . It is not expected (neither it is desirable) that such Blogs substantiate their contents since, by nature, and as it should be apparent to the av erage reader, they only refer to self-experiences. On the other hand, there are several other types of Blogs, whose contents are, by nature, different from the "personal" variety, and whose content implies that factual information is disseminated, to at least some degree. Examples of such types of Blogs are marketing Blogs (for promotion of certain products), political Blogs (for promotion of political ideas, dissemination of politically sensitive facts, etc), travel Blogs (for dissemination of travel related information such as "best places to visit"), educational Blogs (for promotion of educational products, or dissemination of information regarding "best teaching practices", etc) news Blogs, etc. [2] . Many Blogs are also some mix of the above types.
Considering that most people nowadays use the internet and they possibly spend considerable amounts of their time reading various news (including blogs), it would be very beneficial if there were a way to get some idea of whether or not the contents of a blog are based on some verifiable opinions. The impact of Blogs in our daily life is considerable and we believe that this trend will increase drastically during the next decade. There are numerous approaches that evaluate and rank Blogs. All the approaches typically weight toward estimating a Blog"s popularity in the blogosphere. This work is our attempt to introduce some way to evaluate (or rank) blogs based on a blog"s quality rather than a blog"s popularity. The paper is an expanded version of [13] where we presented the main method and some comparisons with the Technorati evaluation method. Here we present more details on the architecture as well as additional evaluation with the PageRank method. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 describes our method. Section 4 is the experimentation that we performed for our method. Section 5 is the conclusion.
Related Work
Blog ranking is an issue that has received considerable attention since the early 2000"s. This became necessary due to the vast number of blogs available. This number has been estimated to be well over one billion. As of the end of 2007, the premium blog search engine Technorati was tracking more than 112 million blogs [2] . According to [4, p. 8] , 92 million blogs in 2006 covered about 10% of the blogosphere. At present there are three major blog ranking methods: PageRank (used by Google) [5] , Technorati rank [6] , [7] , and Alexa rank [8], [9] . All three methods aim to rank blogs based on the blog"s popularity on the web. The popularity of a blog is computed by taking in account the incoming links to that blog (i.e., links from other blogs into this blog), the outgoing links (i.e., links from this blog to other blogs), and the self-links (i.e., links from this blog to itself). A probable deficiency and often reported criticism of these methods is that the popularity of a blog does not necessarily reflect its quality. Notably, as the number of incoming links can be manipulated, there is a plethora of criticisms in that regard, as for example [10] in which it is stated that "Quantity is easily evaluated, involving counting the number of web pages, whereas quality is a notoriously difficult aspect to appraise, in that subjectivity and bias frequently overshadow the process. Evaluating web site quality is a notoriously difficult problem which has no standard solution." [10, p. 496 ].
Our Method
In this section we present our approach for blog ranking. Our approach is based on the following: We consider only outgoing links for the blog. Note, this is in contrast with the nethod followed by all most popular ranking methods (Technorati, PageRank, and Alexa) all of which take in account inlinks, outlinks, and self-links. In addition to considering only outgoing links, we qualify those links. That is, we consider not all outgoing links to be of equal importance.
The rationale for the above is as follows. Incoming links convey most likely a blog"s perceived importance (as perceived by other blogs) -that is, other blogs consider this blog important and therefore they link toward this blog. We argue that such perceived importance may be indication of a blog"s popularity but it is not evidence of a blog"s quality. Likewise, self-links (i.e., links from a blog into itself) are indication of a blog"s self-perceived popularity or importance, but not evidence of the blog"s quality. Based on the above discussion, we choose to consider only outlinks in judging a blog"s quality. Having decided to consider outlinks on ly we are then faced with two challenges. The first challenge is blog parsing, namely, how to identify outlinks within a blog. The second challenge is how to qualify the found outlinksnamely, how (if possible) to judge the quality (importance) of each f ound outlink. For the first challenge we note that blogs come in different shapes and sizes, and are typically written in HTML. This means that what a human views when reading a blog is not what a computer program (e.g., a browser) sees when it views a blo g. Consequently, we devised a blog parser for addressing such issues. Our blog parser is part of our overall system architecture, shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , ASP.NET is used to implement the main user interface. This allows a user to examine new blogs and specify existing blogs to rank. The Database stores all the data/statistics accumulated from the examined blogs. Attributes that we maintain for these statistics are blogIDUrl -Web address of blog, avgScore -average rank per entry (actual rank of entire blog), totalScore -total rank of all the entries, refCount -total number of references in all entries, entryCount -total number of blog entries examined. A snapshot of our database table design is shown in Figure 2 . The Blog Parser finds all the blog entries, identifies references and gathers the rank and statistics. This is implemented as a web service in our system. We note that while utilizing web services is not necessary for the current status of our system, it might be helpful for future expansions that might include distributed blog handling.
Blogs, by their nature, are non-standardized objects and this is especially apparent in their format. It is a challenge to even identify the relevant parts of a blog (i.e., the parts that a typical user considers to be the actual and meaningful content of a blog). Note that what a human viewer of a blog sees is very different from what the computer that renders the blog views. The human viewer sees a rendered block of text, while the computer sees various strings of HTML. In our attempt to mimic the parsing strategy of a human observer, we attempted to find a "most common" blog format by investigating a large number of blogs from popular blog sites -Blogger.com, Wordpress, MovableType, Typepad, Livejournal, etc. The blog formats that we encountered however, turned out to be too specific for different sites, and this resulted to the need of making alterations for each new blog we attempted to parse. As a result we were unable to devise a generic fully automated parsing method, and we came up with a semi-automated method in which the software parses a blog under the guidance of a human operator. We use the Html Agility Pack (HAP) [13] for our HTML parsing. (The Html Agility Pack is a free Open Source .NET library for parsing HTML into the DOM model, which can then be fairly easilty utilized by .NET"s XML manipulation libraries.
After numerous experimentations, with reading/viewing several blogs and investigating their corresponding HTML structure, we came up with a heuristic approach based on the decision that what a human sees when reading a blog can be mapped to a corresponding set of HTML code. We concluded that such HTML blocks are blocks that contain tags whose majority is in the set {<p>, <br>, <blockquote>, <em>} and which have a uniform font size.
The central ingredient of our blog parser is to identify a blog"s entries and then to identify the references (outlinks, in our case) within each entry. Based on the above discussion, we provide next our blog ranking formula.
Given a blog B, denote by SE the set of entries 12 , ,..., k E E E of B (each entry i E is typically a sub-log, part of blog B, which is created in usually chronological order during the lifetime of a blog B). Denote by SVR the set of valid references 12 , ,...,
Note, for two different entries i E and j E there may be different numbers of valid references.
where i E is an entry in B, k is the number of entries, and
R is the j-th valid reference of entry i E . A valid reference is a link that is found in a blog and satisfies all of the following: ( 1 ) The link is not a self-reference. That is, links pointing to the web domain where the blog is located are not valid references ; ( 2 ) The link must be an HTTP link. Links that contain "aim:", "p2p:" , "mailto:", many of which are commonly found in blogs, are not considered valid references. The ration ale behind this design is that such links are mainly used for social networks and for instant messaging -which are aspects that do not lead to any type of referencing useful for our purposes; ( 3 ) The link does not reference a member of a "Blacklist". At present, our blacklist contains most of the popular social networking sites that are prevalent in blogs, such as Facebook.com, Twitter.com, Digg.com, YouTube.com, etc. (this is a somewhat arbitrary decision and amenable to further refinement in the future. Everything that is not categorized under the above three groups is considered a valid link.
rankR is a number that signifies the importance of a valid link/reference. We classify valid references into 3 categories: Low rank, medium rank, and high rank. A low rank reference is assigned the numerical value 1; a medium rank reference is assigned the numerical value 2; and a high rank reference is assigned the numerical value 3. Since not all links emanating from a blog can possibly be of the same quality, this classification is an attempt toward devising some quality-related heuristic in differentiating various types of references. The "low" category includes links which point to images. From our experience from scanning many blogs, images occur very frequently in Blogs, nevertheless the vast majority of such occurrences most often serves aesthetics rather than content. Nevertheless, since images cannot be completely ignored we include them in our qualitative method. The "high" category includes likely refe rence material such as common documents of the form PDF, DOC, PPT, and "white -listed" websites (such as links to Wikipedia entries) while filtering out the less probable references of music and video. The "medium" category includes all outlinks that are not in the "low" or "high" categories and neither are in our "backlist". rankE is a number which conveys the rank of an entry within a blog, and it is calculated as the sum of the rankR of all valid references within that blog. Note, considering that for a reference to qualify for participation in a rankE calculation that reference much have been classified as valid (prior to being assigned an importance value of 1, 2, or 3), we argue that rankE is biased to favor quality more than quantity in calculating the importance of an entry within a blog. As indicated by expression (1), the rank of a blog is directly proportional to the rank of the entries of that blog. Therefore, we argue that our method of calculating the rank rankB of a blog is biased to favor quality more than quantity. Note, this is in direct contrast with the typical approach followed by all major blog ranking engines (as discussed in the previous section).
Experimentation
In this section we present related experimentation that we perfor med using our method, including comparisons with two well-known blog ranking methods -Technorati and PageRank. For ease of reference, we assign blog IDs for the URLs of the blogs of Figure 3 , as follows. The left-most column of Figure 3 shows the Blog URL of the blog that is examined. Column "Rank" of Figure 3 shows the overall rank of the corresponding blog i.e., the quantity rankB for that blog. The larger the number in column "Rank", the higher quality (in terms of our criteria for references) the blog is considered to be. For example , looking at blogs Blog 3 and Blog 8 in Figure 3 , Blog 8 -with rank 17.6, is deemed to be of much higher quality than Blog 3 -with rank 3. Column "Total Score" of Figure 3 shows the values of the expression
i.e., the sum of the ranks of all references across all entries of a given blog. Column "# of blog Entries" in Figure 3 shows the number of entries in the corresponding blog. Recall from the description of our method in the previous section that the number appearing in col umn "Total Score" is divided by the corresponding number of column "# of blog Entries" -the number of blog entries, to produce the overall rank of a blog. Note that blogs with large number of entries (which could be indicative of large size of that blog) are not necessarily deemed to be of higher quality. For example, the most entry-rich blog in Figure 3 (boingboing, with 43 entries) has an overall rank 4.93, which is much lower than the rank of a fairly entry -poor blog (theperfectpantry, with only 5 entries and a relatively high rank of 17.6). Column "# of References" in Figure 3 shows the number of valid references within the corresponding blog. Note, blogs with high number of references are not necessarily ranked higher than blogs with
On Some Issues and a System Architecture for Quality-based Blog Evaluation Anestis A. Toptsis, Adam Russell lower numbers of references. For example, the most reference-rich blog (boingboing, with 105 references) in Figure 3 has a rank of 4.93, which is roughly the same -4.45, as the rank of Blog 6 which has less than half of that number of references! The reason for this phenomenon is that our method of blog ranking takes into account the quality of each reference (by classifying the reference as "low", "medium", or "high" quality per the discussion in the previous section) rather than the quantity, which is simply expressed by the sheer number of references. Next, we compare our results with the Blog Ranking provided by two major blog ranking methods -Technorati and PageRank. We choose the Technorati method for our comparison because the Technorati web site makes it very easy to query the rank of any blog, given the blog"s URL and it is also one of the most well-known blog ranking methods. We also compare our results with the results of the PR-Checker engine [11] . The PR-Checker engine uses PageRank ranking, which is the most well-known web site ranking method. Given a web site"s URL, PR-Checker provides ranking of that web site corresponding to that URL, on a scale from 1 to 10 (10 being the best possible rank). We could not find any engine that provides the exact (i.e., not normalized into a scale 1..10) PageRank of a web site, given its URL. Probably this is because of the sheer number of web sites ranked using the PageRank method, and/or due to restrictions imposed by Google [12] . Table 1 shows the comparison. In Table 1 , the column labeled "absolute rank" (under "Q rank") is the rank of the blog as calculated by our method. The column labeled "relative rank" (under "Q rank") is the rank of the blog within the set of 10 blogs that is displayed. The column labeled "Technorati rank" is the rank assigned (to the corresponding blog) by the Technorati engine. The Technorati rank results have been taken from the Technorati web site during December 18 -22, 2009. The rank "{1}" (Technorati column) in the above Table for Blog 6 is the overall rank of the blog www.huffingtonpost.com and not the rank of the blog www.huffingtonpost.com/kari -henley. Technorati does not provide ranks for the blogs found within the www.huffingtonpost.c om blog. It is interesting to see that there are some rather striking observations. For example, the Technorati #1 and #3 blogs (blog 6 and blog 7, respectively) are ranked as being about average (at about the 50-th percentile) from our method. On the other hand, one of our top-ranked blogs (blog 8) in Table 1 is not ranked (or even tracked) at all by Technorati (on December 18 -22, 2009). This is interesting, considering that Technorati tracks over one million blogs. The column labeled PR rank is the PageRank assigned (to the corresponding Blog) by the PRChecker engine. It is interesting to see that there are some rather striking observations. For example, the highest PR ranked Blog (Blog 10, with PR = 9, is ranked as being about average (at about the 50 th percentile) from our method. On the other hand, our top -ranked Blog (blog 8, with relative rank 1) is ranked as being about average (PR = 5) from the PR -Checker engine. It is also noticeable that several blogs that are relatively high-ranked by the PR-Checker engine (blog 9, blog 7, blog 2, and blog 1) are ranked quite differently by our method and they have quite varying relative ranks that fluctuate from quite high (relative rank 2 for blog 9) to very low (relative rank 10 for blog 1). Over a period of approximately two months after our first sampling, we took additional samplings of rankings of the same blogs by querying the Technorati engine and the PR-Checker engine. The results are shown in Figures 4 through 25 Notice the difference in the ranking of blog 1 on different dates that the recordings were taken -rank 24 on January 12, 2010 versus rank 21 in Table 1 . Also, notice the difference in ranking of the above blog between our method and the PR method. While blog 1 is ranked last by our method, it is ranked very highly by the PR method. Table 1 . This difference is not significant, considering that Technorati ranks over one million blogs. According to both samplings on different dates, Blog 2 is one of the most popular blogs in the Blogosphere. On the other hand, notice that our method ranks the same Blog at the lower-middle of the sampled blogs. This may be an indication that in blog ranking, popularity is not necessarily directly proportional to quality in terms of references that a blog may provide. Figure 7 shows the ranking of blog 2 by the PR-Checker engine. This blog is ranked as one of the most popular blogs. Noticeably, the same blog is ranked at the lower middle of the sampled blogs. In conjunction with the ranking of blog 1 (Fig ure 5) , this may be an indication that in blog ranking, popularity is not directly proportional to quality. On Some Issues and a System Architecture for Quality-based Blog Evaluation Anestis A. Toptsis, Adam Russell Figure 8 shows the ranking of Blog 3 -with rank 196, by the Technorati engine on January 12, 2010. Notice the difference in the ranking of that blog on different dates that the recordings were taken -rank 196 on January 12, 2010 versus rank 238 in Table 1 . Figure 9 shows the ranking of blog 3 by the PR-Checker engine. Similar to Figure 5 and Figure 7 , while this blog is ranked fairly high by the PR-Checker engine, it is ranked relatively quite low by our method. Table 1 . Figure 11 shows the ranking of blog 4 by the PR-Checker engine. Notice, blog 4 is ranked not high by both our method and the PR-Checker engine. Note also that the blog is ranked about average (50 th percentile) by the PR-Cheker engine, while it is ranked quite low by the Technorati engine -9750 points in Table 1 -the second worst blog after blog 5 with 63194 points in Table 1 . Table 1 . Figure 13 shows the ranking of blog 5 by the PR-Checker engine. We notice that blog 5 is ranked quite high by our method, however, the same blog is ranked not as high (relatively) by the PR-Checker engine. It is interesting to notice however that PR-Checker ranks blog 5 higher than blog 4, and Technorati does the opposite -i.e., ranks blog 5 quite lower than blog 4.
Figures 14, 15, and 16, next, show an interesting situation. Figure 14 is the result of our query to the Technoraru engine for the ranking of Blog 6. As it is apparent by Figure 14 , Blog 6 is either not tracked by the ranking engine, or it does not exist on January 12, 2010. A direct attempt to access the blog through the web browser revealed that this particular blog, indeed, did not exist on January 12, 2010, the day that our ranking query was posed. However, even if the blog existed on that day, no ranking would have been produced for it! For the explanation of this phenomenon, please refer to the discussion under Figure 16 . Figure 16 shows four other blogs tracked by Technorati and related to the blog of Figure 15 . As we see in Figure 16 , none of these four blogs are assigned any ranking. We note that our method gave to Blog 6 a rank of 4.45 (Table 1 ) and placed it around the 50-percentile (relative rank 5) among our ranked blogs. Were Blog 6 tracked by the Technorati engine similar to the blogs of Figure 16 , no individual ranking would have been assigned to that blog. Figure 17 shows the ranking of blog 6 by the PR-Checker engine. As it turns out, the PR-Checker and our method give the same (relative) ranking for blog 6 -although we believe that this is probably a coincidence since we evaluated only 10 blogs whereas PR-Checker probably ranks millions of blogs. Figure 18 shows the ranking of Blog 7 -with rank 8, by the Technorati engine on January 12, 2010. Notice the difference in the Technorati ranking of the above blog on different dates that the recordings were taken -rank 8 on January 12, 2010 versus rank 3 in Table 1 . Figure 19 shows the ranking of blog 7 by the PR-Checker engine. We notice that this blog is ranked quite high by the PR-Checker engine, however it is ranked only moderately high by our method. Interestingly, also, the PR-Checker engine gives to blog 7 identical rank as to the rank of blog 1, and blog 2 which are ranked lower by our method. Table 1 ) while it is ranked outside the "top-100" list at some other point (January 12, 2010, Figure 20 ). This is of course evidence of the highly dynamic nature of the Blogosphere. It is also, perhaps, evidence that ranking blogs by popularity says little about a blog"s quality. Recall, the vast majority of blogs are not ranked by the most powerful ranking engines. According to our discussion in Section 2, out of an estimated one billion blogs, Technorati ranks only about less than 1.2 million (Figure 14 and Figure 16 ). Based on this evidence we argue that a high-popularity-ranked blog may be evidence of the blog"s "ability" to popularize itself rather than the blog"s quality of content, although the latter does not necessarily contradict the former. Notice also the striking difference between Figure 21 and Table 1 for the same blog -blog 8. Our method ranks blog 8 as the top-ranked blog, whereas the PR-Checker engine ranks the same blog very low (relative to the rest of the ranked blogs). It is also interesting that the PR-Checker engine gives to blog 8 the same rank as to blog 4, which is ranked quite low by our method. On the other hand, PR-Checker, unlike Technorati, in Table  1 , does rank blog 8. We attribute these discrepancies to the possibility that blog 8 may be a very new blog and such that Technorati had not found this blog yet at the time that our samplings were taken for Table 1 (December 18-22, 2010), while at the same time PR-Checker, although had found the blog did not assign a high rank to it; due to t he possibly very recent appearance of the blog, the blog"s popularity did not increase very much. Table 1 ). As we observe with most of the examined blogs, such differences in ranking during different dates is rather the norm; this is expected, considering the highly dynamic nature of the Blogosphere. In both rankings by Technorati, Blog 9 has quite high rank (rank 12 on December 18-22, 2009 and rank 71 on January 12, 2010) and such difference in ranks is probably insignificant consider ing that more than one million blogs are ranked. The ranking of Blog 9 by our method (absolute rank = 11.9, relative rank = 2, in Table  1 ) also supports the speculation that Blog 9 is of relatively high overall quality. This is an instance where the popularity of a blog is consistent with that blog"s quality. Figure 23 shows the ranking of blog 9 by the PR-Checker engine. Note, blog 9 is ranked quite high by the PRChecker engine -a figure that agrees with the ranking of the same blog by our method. Interestingly, however, the PR-Checker engine gives to blog 9 the same rank as to blog 7, blog 2, and blog 1, which are ranked quite differently by our method. Table 1 . Similar to our discussion for Figure 22 , this difference in ranking is not very significant, even though it is somewhat wider than the difference for Blog 9 in Figure 22 . It could be that this wider margin is evidence of the fluidity of the popularity of Blog 10, and a reason why this blog has been ranked fairly low in the quality scal e (relative rank = 6) shown in Table 1 . Nevertheless, these are only speculations and further investigation is needed should any definitive conclusions can be drawn regarding such ranking fluctuations. Figure 25 shows the ranking of blog 10 by the PR-Checker engine. Note, blog 10 is the highest ranked blog by the PR-Checker engine! Yet, this blog is ranked by our method around the middle of the 10 ranked blogs.
Conclusion
We present a method for Blog ranking. Unlike all major Blog ranking engines, our approach takes in account only the outlinks from a blog, and ignores all inlinks and self-links. This is done for the purpose of evaluating a blog"s importance in terms of quality rather than popularity. In addition, our method differentiates among outlinks by using quality-biased heuristics whose aim is to focus on the qualitative importance of information provided by a blog rather than the blog"s popularity. We describe our method (in Section 3) and present results of our implementation and a comparison with two of the most popular blog ranking methods (in Section 4). The comparisons indicate that some highly popular or very large blogs do not rank as high with our method. Although it is too early to make any definitive claims, we speculate that this is due to the qualitative metrics that we impose in our method.
The presented system is a first investigation in our approach to evaluate blogs qualitatively rather than by popularity. Once we decide what a reference within a blog is, one challenge is to determine the quality of that reference. We have described some rules that we use in our method (such as use of a "blacklist", assigning priorities to different perceived quality of a link, etc) but we note that probably all of these rules are subject to furthe r refinement. Another challenge is the refinement of our blog parsing algorithm. Further investigation is needed to refine this heuristic. Other parts of our method that are amenable to refinement are the criteria for what is considered a valid reference and also the classification process of references into a scale 1..3 (as we currently use). It is our expectation that many refinements on these aspects are possible upon further investigation. We do note however that, in our view, such investigations cann ot be completely automated and they may bare fruit only if done by painstakingly parsing blogs manually.
In a sense, this amounts to developing a method for automatically parsing a document with the purpose of extracting the meaning of that document"s contents. This is one of the great problems of artificial intelligence and to date it remains an unsolved problem. Therefore, for the time being, the best we can hope for is to further refine the heuristics that we present in this work for judging the quality of references within a blog.
